
Music 
 

Machines: Accompanying 
songs with a beat and 
looking at robot beats.  
Seasons: singing different 
songs that are about 
seasons.  
Our School 
Patterns: creating patterns 
with different sounds.  
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English  

 

Core Texts: The Lonely Beast by Chris Judge.  

Writing opportunities: writing labels, character 

descriptions, short pieces of narrative, sentences, writing up 

investigations. 

SPAG: capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, writing letters 

on the line, adjectives, exclamation marks, use of ‘and’ and 

other conjunctions, spelling of high frequency and tricky 

words. 

Year 1 

Spring Term 

‘It’s Raining it’s 

Pouring’  

 
 

Mathematics 

Place value: To become really confident with numbers up to 50, 

multiples of 2, 5 and 10. Continue to use the greater than, less than 

and equal to sign to compare numbers.  

Addition and Subtraction: Recognise and using number bonds and 

subtraction facts to 20, becoming increasingly confident with the signs 

+, - and =, add and subtract numbers to 20 and solving one step 

problems. 

Measurement:  Measuring lengths and heights using language such 

as ‘smaller, shorter, longer, biggest’. Also, children will be introduced 

to the unit of centimetres. Measuring weight and mass using language 

such as ‘heavier, lightest, heaviest’ and comparing weights of objects.  

Science 

Everyday Materials: Naming materials, looking at the 

properties of these materials, testing the properties, 

investigations of these materials and sorting materials.  

 

Seasonal Changes: Observing changes in the environment 

making observational drawings, collecting winter artefacts, 

discussing the changes in weather- what clothing do we now 

need that we didn’t need before.  

 

RE 
Friendship: Who are our 
friends, what makes a good 
friend, ‘The Wind and the 
Moon’ and ‘The Deer and the 
Crow’. 
Easter: Palm Sunday, 
Maundy Thursday, Good 
Friday and how Easter is 
celebrated.  

PSHCE/SEAL 
Going for Goals 
It’s Good to be Me  
 

Computing 
Word Processing Skills: 
typing, undo and redo, 
saving, select and 
formatting text.  
Computing Skills: mouse 
skills, switching on and off 
the computer, logging on to 
a computer and saving a 
document. 
Paint: Colours, brushes, 
shape, fill and text.  
 

Art/DT 

Art 
Sculpture: Making 
sculptures of natural 
artefacts using a variety of 
mediums including clay.  
 

DT 
Moving Pictures:  
To create a moving 
picture based on a design.  

Physical Education 

 
Gymnastic: Partner work, 
body work and making 
sequences.   

 

Games: circle games, 

racket skills, stuck in the 

mud, team games and 

catch. 
 

History and Geography 

Geography 

The Poles and Continents: The weather and it’s forecast, 

North and South Pole, hot and cold places, the 7 continents, 

maps of the world and learning to use an atlas.  

History 

Toys: toys today, family favourites, early 20th century toys, 

Victorian toys, the changes in toys and toy boxes.  

Phonics 

Letters and Sounds: 

 

Revising and learning 

tricky words from phase 4 

and 5 of the scheme.  

Learning new sounds in 

the phase 5 phonics 

scheme and revising the 

sounds already learnt.  



 


